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Judgment.

The f?.ctu?.l issues which were resolved by the

trial court against plaintiff-appellant {as well as all
other lssues) should be resolved by a JUry.

2.

The trial court d1d not rule on the legal issues of

thether defer.dants-appellees owed dut1es of care to
Tne trial court assumed such a duty
existed and then resolved factual lssues in the case against
pla1r.t1ff-appellant.

The dut1es assumed by the trial court

do exist, and plaintiff-appellant seeks such a ruling from
the Supreme Court.

Tnis was.-

i"Ct1or. by Danr.a Beach

hPr

otner University of Utah personnel

out ot

<"

fall trom a cliff and resultant quadri-

wnicn occurred during a University of Utah field
trip.

DISPOSITION

IN THE

LOWER COURT

The trial JUdge granted summary Judgment in favor of
all defendants and against the plaintiff.

RE!...IEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL

Pla1ntifr-appellant seeks reversal of the trial court's
dismissal ot her: action through a dec1s1on that summary
iudq:r,e':H should r.ot have been granted.

Plaintiff-appellant

sEPKs a Jury trial on all issues of fact in the case.
;Hr: TRIAL COU!<T ERRONEOUSLY MADE
OTHl:.R FACTS

FACTUAL DETERMINATIONS

Itl THE RECORD TO ARRIVE AT ITS CON-

PL/, WT! t f-APPELLANT ASKS THAT THIS COURT RECOGNIZE
·;·;,i,;-,L

AJ.u ufWEI< THAT A JUP.Y
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RESOLVE THEIR KEANING.

\;f··.t. ..- ...

.;.

us1· u:

!11'

1

r

Danna
Beacn was a student

in a

f

rFsnman level biology course known

as "Field Zooloyy and Ecology"

(Biology 180)

taught by

Orlando Cuellar.
Danna Beach fell because she became disoriented on a
cold, dark, windy night as she tried to locate her tent to
go to bed.

On a prior overnight field trip, Danna Beach had

become

and lost

knew this,

in the dark.

Orlioindo Cuellar

as he and others had "rescued" Danna on this
On the night of the accident, Orlando

Cuellar had been dr1:1,.;iny,

as he:d :-nest of the other

students.
B.

The Accident.

Orlando Cuellar and hls class went to a lamb roast.
held at the moutn ot

Farm Creek.

It was put on by and attended by several

l\t the l mD roast,
0

to Jcpos:.t10:·.s

It was

(Cuellar p.120).*
families

Cuellar had "several beers"

u.:--.lf'SS

·1oted.

l, -·':l

c:-.t

:iL

xc J dr. -.k

tl1r.-c• or four yli'!sses of home

i

Cuellar's "le1gnbor,

on the "'ilY

il"\J

o?.ci<.

g?.ve her three s..,allo..,s ot Jilek lJ-'ln1els.

to the campsite he
{Beach I p.162).

Whl'r. they ilrrived bilck ?.t the campsite,
rn-'lde no ilttempt

to assist Danna Beach.

Orlar.do Cuellal"."

He made no attempt

to t iyure out where she WilS or whel'."e she might be going.
(Cuc•l.l.ar p.129).

He made r.o attempt to see where any of the

other students were or to see if evel'."yor.e else was in camp
(_l_d_).

At the time they arrived back at the camp,
due to heavy cloudiness,
tlil·re wcis no

••

il."\d

there ..,as a stt"or.g wind blowing,

it hilJ been raining off and on dul'"ing

(Cuellai: p.130).

The wind was blowing vel"."y

between 25 11nd 30 miles per houl'.".

ti;ird,

it was dal"."k

ln spite of these conditions,

(Cuellal'" p.153).

and in spite of pl'."iOl'." knowl-

"Jge ?.bout Llilnn"' Be?.ch becoming disol'."iented at night aftel'."
Jr1"lking
..;?sli

t

(sel' l?.ter d1scuss1on of Lake Powell and Beaver Dam

"·lJ trips),

Orlando Cuellar did no.thing to assist hel'"
(Cuellal'." pp.133-134).

1

:.t

t..,o depositions, references to the
d July 27, 1981, are Beach I, refel"."ences to
··c·c.Jc,J, cor.dllcted Ja:-.uary 20, 1982, at"e Beach II.
c

L··'cl1 ,ir>vc

-3-

There was no

tallowed to account for everyone

although Danna Beach had expected such a procedure would be
followed.

(Beach 11 pp.22-23).

As she tried to make her way to her tent, Danna Beach
became disoriented.

Although there was a lantern at the

main portion of the campsite, Danna's tent was too far away
for the lantern to be of any assistance.

(Beach I p.175).

Eventually, Danna Beach became scared, started to cry, and
panicked.

(Beach I p.176).

I can't see; help,

I'm lost."

She was yelling "Help," "Help,
(Beach I p.177).

Ultimately,

Danna Beach wandered around and fell off a high rock, susta1n1ng the inJUries wh1ch have resulted in her paralysis.
She la1d at the base of the rocks where she fell from
approximately 12:00 midnight until 12:00 noon or later the
next day.
C.

(Beach I p.191).
The Class.

Biology 180 was a freshman level course.
p.19).2
tr1ps.

(Cuellar

It consisted of class sessions and several field
The field trips were a reguired part

class.

Participation in the field trips accounted for 25% of the
student's gl'."ade.

(Cuellal'." p.22).

Although missing a field

trip nevel'." l'."esulted in a lowel'." gl'."ade fol'." a student, 01'."lando
Cuellal'." described in his deposition the potential effects of

2All refel'."ences by name are to the indiv1dual's
depos1tion, i.e. Cuellar p.19, Baker p.20, etc.
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t1< ld tr;iJS ?.:;J ?.c1c1owleJgC>d tnat u·1der: the proper:

,1.1ss1·;,cl

':,' cuinst?.·:cvs, lJ;>sed

<>

"sty1ctly subJective evalut1on, •
(Cuellar:

( B t· ii ch

In spite of the
pnrt ot the class,

I , p. 4 l )

that over:"'.ight camping trips wer:e

no c;,rnp1"'.g kriowledge or: skills wei:e l'.'e-

qu1rcd as " prerequisite or taught as part of the class.
(CuPllar p.14).

The Biology Depar:tment had no policies con-

cerning t11k1ng inexperienced students on such tr:ips.
(CU<>llar: p.15).

Biology 180 could have been successfully

taught without any field tr:ips (Cuellar: p.80).

The teaching

;,ssistant, Ron Stewart, gave no special tr:a1ning and made no
special in4uir:1es on these subJects eithel'.'.

(Stewal'.'t

pp.58-63).
The Deep Creek Mountain field tr:ip was the last field
tr:1p for Biology 180.

Orlando Cuellal'.' had an expel'.'imental

stcit1on set up in the Deep Creek Mountains which he used in
a study of 11zar:ds he was conducting.

Cuellar: planned the

trip to coincide with the lamb r:oast which was held as an
cin1rn<"

l evt>nt by some of the local r:ancher:s in the ar:ea.

1Cc ... ·ller

p.17).

The lamb r:oast was a year:ly event, and

,,r".rnJo CJellar knew that home br:ew was ser:ved e\er:y year: at
FUC1St.

t;il

.. ,it
I

?-

(Cuellar: p.122).

t-<"rt ol the class,

Although the lamb l'.'oast

it was not appr:opr:1ate to stay

at c;,rnp ?.nd not go to the lamb r:oast.

p. l )_ 7) .

(Beach I

·_.·,1s
L l

f

o i

i (•

l

J, _l

lJ

':r'

t

r

i

t

r- : , ,.

i' S

•

l: ... ·: •_·,.... s .. t y

tt· .. ,Jrt·J

( ;___: u c· l

t-irofPSSQr

t-- . 7 ) •

r

1

Ot

(Cuellilr pp.28,39,40).
Cuellar ilnd nis students would stop ilt liquor stores on the
wily out of town on tield

to buy liquor.

p.43; Stewart pp.44-46; BeilCh l ;:>.90).

Sometimes, Cuellar

would sh,..rl' his liquor .,,,ith the stude:1ts.

(Beach Ip.79).

Neither Cul'llilr nor his teilching ilssistant,
l'Vl'r checkeJ tu

Sl'P

(Cuellilr

Ron Stewart,

wh:ch students in the clilSS were of
(Beilch I ;:>.66;

Stewart p.24).

At timt·s, Cuellar wou;d become visibly intoxicilted from
He did so on the second

night of tne second tieid trip for the class.
p.

He

9 L).

(Beach I

did this on the first :11ght thilt Danna Beach

wils l-'rese:\t

the ttnrd tit>ld tril-', "''hich was the Deep

0:0

,Beach l pp.117-118).
ln
'-·ucll'lr

to the co:sumpt:on of illcohol, Orlando
s:noi-:.t'Ll ::,>r1:;..1Y.C>

."[so

e.g., !h'ilch l p.101).

()'I

f

l f'

1J

t

Y

l

p

t J

t .'IL'

Hl'

:J t

w:tn

his stµdents.

(See,

wC>s awilrl' tnilt some of the

\' l',....

JC

-c-

:r:

S ii .

(Cuellilr p. 50).

.....

'

t :1

'\

' .. --,

. l

'-•st..'

t

..

-. .......

I. c ,)

1J

((U('(..•r p.')IJ).

•

..,, •· -"

:r

·: J

,,

t •· ... i ·">y

l t

subs t

,JI

ce s

(Cuell11r

.. t

I.
J

'__. ..

1i....,..-

-·:'.._>1--t

1

·--J

ts

,·vn1cle

t:.(

"0;1

the

r1do>

:-·vl1cy t-y tra:1sport1ng

·_;\::,,J:J:

u:-.l1kely."

dolo'r: •••

(Cuell11r p.40).

p. 71).

( Bt>llCh

(Cuell11r p.54).
t•<i.1q: :1<'d
•·VI.

WllS

r

i"ppro·Jt>d by

,.,.... ,.,..

J:SCUSSPJ :t

wltt. i"!lY Ot
He

Ills

the U'.l1versity,

·;pvt·r L>td tne Jepartmer1t 11bout his polit.

(Cuellar p.30).

to his open-ended policy 11bout drinlt1ng,

!·;

l .. ;

nor had he

depart;nent Superior.&.

ror 11ppruv11l of

.,,.l·il

H1a

as

his ..JW!\ p11rt1c1p11t1on i:1 dri'1k1ng 11s 11 recreational
t \.

;..-,,·"'·do

did

. ](i•·s .;t outdoor

, • J t· I .

""

Howevpr,
•t

little to prepare his students

lite on the

field trips.

He

evp:i the, .gh he was te11ch1ng a
tlw l.Jt>gi:'.:-.ing of
BP11ch's 11ge,

-7-

the course he did

cl11ss status,

expe-

attempted to get any such infor.mation.

(Cuellar. p.19).

If

he had asked, he would have found that Danna Beach was not
an exper.ienced camper..

He would have lear.ned that pr.ior. to

taking Biology 180, Danna Beach had never. been camping in
tents and sleeping bags befor.e.

(Beach Ip.75).

Against this backgr.ound, Or.lando Cuellar. took his
Biology 180 class to the Deep Cr.eek Mountains, which he descr.ibed himself as "the most r.emote and isolated place in
the wor.ld."

(Cuellar. p.78).

The photogr.aphs of the area

which defendants have incor.por.ated are illustrative of the
ruggedness of the ter.r.ain.

The ar.ea ar.ound the field tr.ip

site was danger.ous for. someone to walk in unless they possessed full

(Cuellar. p.83).

If an accident

happened, it would be difficult to summon help because the
closest telephone was 60 or. 70 miles away.

(Cuellar

p.109).
Or.lando Cuellar. admits that it was his r.esponsibility
to be awar.e of Univer.sity r.ules, comply with them, and see
to it that students under. nis super.vision complied with the
Univer.sity r.ules.

(Cuellar. p.27).

In spite of all of this,

Or.lando Cuellar. followed a policy that students wer.e fr.ee to
do anything they chose "after. class hour.s."

Obviously, he

adopted the same view of nimself, even though his ctr.inking
and use of mar.iJuana was a clear. violation of Univer.sity
policy.

Or.lando Cuellar.'s appar.ent excuse for. this is that

pr.ior. to the accident he wasn't awar.e of any Univer.sity

-8-

11 ol

1c ies reg a rd i ng the conduct ot students ol'." pl'."ofessol'."S on
(Cuellar p.26).

But he also admitted that it

.ic;s h1s resIJor1s1bility to l.Je riware of Univel'."sity policies
rind to tallow tnem.

(Cuellar p. 27).

Orlando Cuellal'." nevel'."

read the regulations of the Cniversity -- he appal'."ently
assumed that he didn't have the power to influence the behaviol'." of his students.

In fact, he says that pl'."iol'." to the

accident he wasn't even concerned with whethel'." he had the
power, he JUSt made up his own policies.
E.

(Cuellar p.54).

The Lake Powell Trip

One of the earlier field tl'."ips for Biology 180 involved
a camping trip to the Lake Powell al'."ea.
overnight trip fol'." the class.

This was the fil'."st

At night on this first trip,

Danna Beach had some drinks, wandel'."ed off, became disoriented and eventually passed out.

(Beach I p.58).

This

happened even though Danna Beach didn't exhibit any char.acterist1cs of being intoxicated.

(Cuellar p.44).

Danna had

wandel'."ed off only a shol'."t distance, and it •wasn't a ver.y
difficult pl'."ocess" to find hel'." to find her.

(Cuellar p.46).

Cuellal'." and two students found her, Cuellar tried to wake
her up but couldn't, so he lifted hel'." and cal'."l'."ied hel'." back
to her sleeping bag.

(Cuellal'." p.47; Beach I p.58).

The

next day, Orlando Cuellar discussed the incident with Danna
Danna was not disciplined in any way for. the
1 c1c

ldent.

(Bea.::h I p.67).

On the mor:1ing aftel'.", Danna

-9-

apologized to Or.lando Cuellar. -- Or.lando Cuellar. and Ron
Stewar.t tr.eated the incident with humor..

(Beach I p. 58).

After. this incident, Or.lando Cuellar. did nothing to discour.age Danna Beach fr.om dr.inking on the field tr.ips.
p.64).

(Cuellar.

Or.lando Cuellar. had given no instr.uctions to any one

concer.ning what to do if they became lost of disor.iented,
and he gave no specific instr.uctions on this subject to
Danna Beach, even after. the Lake Powell incident.

(Cuellar.

p.65).
Ron Stewar.t also was involved in the Lake Powell incident.

(See, e.g. Stewar.t p.73).

And although he felt he

had both the author.ity and r.esponsibility to enfor.ce
Univer.sity r.ules (Stewar.t p.68), he did nothing to.discour.age dr.inking on the Deep Cr.eek fir.la tr.ip.

(Stewar.t p. 99).

This was in spite of the fact that he felt Danna Beach's
disor.ientation at Lake Powell was due to dr.inking.

(Stewar.t

p.73).
F.

Beaver. Dam Wash

Ther.e was another. time when Or.lando Cuellar. saw the
potential effects of dr.inking on Danna Beach.

He descr.ibed

in his deposition an incident dur.ing the Beaver. Dam Wash
field tr.ip in which Danna Beach stood up fr.om a log and fell
over. on her. back.

He wasn't sur.e that this was fr.om dr.ink-

ing, although Danna had been dr.inking at the time.
p.103).

(Cuellar.

In any event, dur.ing the pr.ogr.ess of the field

tr.ips Or.lando Cuellar. admits that he thought that Danna

-10-

Beach may have dr.ank too much at times, and he arr.ived at
this opinion at the time of the Lake Powell tr.ip.

(Cuellar.

l-'. l 0 4).

G.

Super.vision, Author.ity, and Responsibility:

Some

Conflicting Viewpoints.
Danna Beach felt obligated to follow whatever Or.lando
Cuellar. and Ron Stewart told her. to do at all times during
field tr.ips.

(Beach II pp.31-32).

No guidelines or r.egula-

tions concer.ning field trips were ever. provided to Danna by
the Univer.sity; all she received wer.e the ver.bal instructions fr.om Or.lando Cuellar..

(Beach I p.49).

But the only

war.nings Cuellar ever. gave were to watch for. rattlesnakes.
(Cuellar p.17).

Danna expected that Or.lando Cuellar and Ron

Stewart would enforce the Student Code on field tr.ips, and
was surpt"ised that they didn't.

(Beach II p.31).

She ex-

pected that ther.e would be some supervision and assistance
even after. class hour.s on the Deep Creek Mountains trip because none of the students were familiar with the area, but
there was none.

(Beach II #2, pp.15-16).

Orlando Cuellar.

found all his students to be r.espectful and obedient
(Cuellar. p.99), and it is likely he could have exerted some
authority if he so chose.
H.

The Univer.sity and Its Regulations.

"The University of Utah is an institution of higher
learning organized under the Constitution and laws of the
State of Utah and is a body corporate and politic,
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contr.olled and suppor.ted by the people of the state, and
dedicated pr.imar.ily to disseminating and assimilating knowledge in advanced fields of study and higher. lear.ning, r.esear.ch, and intellectual ser.vice to the state and nation."
(Univer.sity of Utah Policy and Pr.odecur.es Manual, No. 7-1).
The Univer.sity of Utah has a detailed "POLICY AND PROCEDURES MANUAL" which established guidelines for. many ar.eas
of administr.ation and conduct at the Univer.sity.

Por.tions

of the "Policy and Pr.ocedur.es Manual" ar.e par.ticular.ly
r.elevant to this case.
Of pr.imar.y impor.tance is Policy and Pr.ocedur.es Manual,
No. ·2-73, on the subject of accident and injur.y pr.evention.
A copy is attached as Appendix 1.
for.th a policy of the Univer.sity

Br.iefly, this r.ule set
"to place the highest pos-

sible pr.ior.ity on the safety and well being of its faculty,
staff, students, and other.s."

The r.ule pr.ovided that "It is

the r.esponsibility of instr.uctional per.sonnel, administr.ator.s, super.visor.s, and all other. per.sons in author.ity to
pr.ovide for. safety in the envir.onment and oper.ations under.
their. contr.ol."

It went on to pr.ovide that "Deans, depar.t-

ment heads, and super.visor.s should be continuously cognizant
of the safety needs of their. per.sonnel and initiate necessar.y pr.evention measur.es to contr.ol safety hazar.ds associated with activities under. their. dir.ection.

Safety should

be incor.por.ated as an integr.al par.t of all activities in
which ther.e is a potential hazar.d of accidental injur.y in
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the classroom, laboratory, shop, or office."

The rule con-

tinued ty saying that "Each faculty and staff member must
think safety, plan safety, and must teach and emphasize
safety in all activities."
Policy and Procedures Manual, No. 2-27, forbade
University personnel from "the drinking of intoxicating
liquor or beer •
University."

at any function sponsored by the

(A copy is attached as Appendix 2).

Univer-

sity professors were not to use alcohol during "university
activities," including field trips.

(Grant p.28).

The

Student Code, No. 8-10.10, prohibited possession of narcotic
or dangerous or unlawful drugs by students.

It also pro-

hibited the consumption of liquor or beer "on University
premises" or "in violation of rules and regulations governing University facilities such as the Union Building, residence halls,

the stadium and the Special Events Center." The

Student Code apparently did not prohibit consumption of alcohol by students at other University sponsored events.

(A

copy of No. 8-10 is attached as Appendix 3.)
At the time of plaintiff's accident, there was no written policy and procedure concerning field trips.

Such a

written policy was formulated and enacted after plaintiff's
accident, mainly as a response to her accident. - (See, e.g.,
deposition of Ed Ridges, p.27, 11.5-11, where he described
the process of formulating a field trip policy after the
Danna Beach accident. )
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Even though ther.e was no wr.itten field tr.ip policy
pr.ior. to the time of the accident,

the "new• written r.ules

were •a formalization of really long-term practices•

(Grant-

p. 33, 11.5-9) and did not amount to a policy change.

Thus,

the policies stated in Policies and Procedures Manual, No.
1-10, reflect the policy of the University at the time of
the Danna Beach accident.
Accor.ding to Policy and Procedur.es Manual, No. 1-10,
(attached as Appendix 4)

"The University recognizes that it

is obligated under the law to establish and ensur.e compliance with all applicable r.equir.ements of feder.al and state
law, and all applicable University regulations,

including

but not limited to the Student Code and the Code of Faculty
Responsibility,

in connection with field tr.ips.•

Thus, the

University policy at the time of the accident was that "The
faculty member. of other. University employee designated to be
in charge of a field tr.ip (i.e. the trip director.) has the
responsibility to enforce compliance with University
policies by all per.sons participating in a field tr.ip."
The policy on field tr.ips, after. it r.eached the point
of being written down, was approved by the Institutional
Council.

Under. the Policy and Pr.ocedur.es pf the Univer.sity,

No. 7-6, the University Council had the duty and responsibility to appr.ove actions of the President involving "enactment of rules and regulations for. the administration and
operation of the University.•

(A copy of Policy and

Pr.ocedur.es Manual, No. 7-6 is attached as Appendix 5.)
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Based on the for.egoing policies and pr.ocedur.es of the
Univer.sity of Utah, pr.ofessor.s, deans, depar.tment heads and
other. super.v1sor.s had the r.esponsibility to take all feasible pr.ecautions for. the safety of students.

Univer.sity

per.sonnel wer.e not allowed to dr.ink at Univer.sity functions.

The Univer.sity r.ecognized that dur.ing field tr.ips,

it was obligated to establish and ensur.e compliance with
Univer.sity r.egulations, as well as state and feder.al law.
Against this backgr.ound, it is inter.esting to see what
Pr.ofessor. Cuellar. did on his field tr.ips.
I.

The Other. Defendants.

The "Accident and Injur.y Pr.evention" pr.ovisions (No.
2-73) of the Policy and Pr.ocedur.es Manual cr.eated-a r.esponsibility on the par.t of David Gr.ant, William Baker., and
Or.lando Cuellar. to pr.ovide students with a "safe place to
lear.n."

(Gr.ant pp.23-24).

The per.son who conducted a field

tr.ip had some r.esponsibility to over.see the over.all activities of all students in his char.ge.

(Gr.ant pp.29-30).- The

per.son who conducted a field tr.ip must enfor.ce Univer.sity
r.ules both with r.egar.d to the conduct of the students and
the conduct of the pr.ofessor..

(Gr.ant p.30).

sponsibility of the dean and depar.tment

It was the r.eto see to it

that pr.ofessor.s abided by the r.ules and r.egulations of the
Univer.sity

(Gr.ant p.30).

William Baker., Chair.man of the

Biology Depar.tment, inquir.ed about academic activities
dur.ing Cuellar.'s field tr.ips, but he never. asked about
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recreational activities of the class until after. Danna
Beach's accident.

(Baker. pp.34-35).

He never checked to

see if students in Biology 180 were given appropriate instruction in camping skills.

(Baker p.50).

Baker could

have directed that survival training be given.
p.71).

(Baker

He also could have prohibited drinking by

professors.

(Baker. p. 72).

Ed Ridges, administrative assistant to the Chairman in
the Biology Department, admitted a responsibility. for implementation of University safety policies.
17).

(Ridges pp.16-

But he never. did anything to plan safety or teach

safety.

(Ridges p.17).

If Ridges had known about the

drinking and dope use on Cuellar's field trips, he would
have felt obligated to report this to the department head.
(Ridges p.39).
The University policies in effect in 1979 were "not
adequate" to deal with the issue of non-class hour behavior
during field trips.

(Gr.ant p. 32).

However, i f a professor

made up his own rules, these rules were to be consistent
with other rules of the University.

(Baker p.30).

One rule

of the University was that professors were not to use alcohol on any "University activity," which included field
trips.

(Gr.ant p. 28).

David Grant, the Dean of the College of Sciences,
admits that even he had a duty to see to it that professors
abided by the rules and that he had a duty to enforce the
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rules of the Univer.sity.

(Gr.ant p.30-31).

However., he says

he lett it to Willaim Baker., head of biology, to see to it
that a novice camper. got appr.opr.iate assistance.
p.27).
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(Gr.ant

ARGUMENT I

THE TRIAL COURT MADE FACTUAL DETERMrnATIONS,
IGNORED FACTS IN THE RECORD, AND RESOLVED FACTUAL
ISSUES IN FAVOR OF DEFENDANTS-APPELLEES.
THIS IS
CONTRARY TO RULE 56, UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
AND JECISIONS OF THE UTAH SUPREME COURT.
PLAINTIFF-APPELLANT HAS BEEN IMPROPERLY DENIED HER
RIGHT TO HAVE A JURY RESOLVE THE ISSUES RAISED BY
THE FACTS IN THIS CASE.
THE FACTS & THE TRIAL COURT FINDINGS:
A CONTRAST

A.

A full copy of the decision of the tr.ial cour.t is
attached as Appendix 6.

Per.tinent portions of this opinion,

when viewed in dir.ect contr.ast to the evidence in the
r.ecor.d, demonstr.ate that the trial cour.t made factual
findings,

ignor.ed facts in the r.ecor.d,

failed to view the

facts in a light most favorable to plaintiff-appellant, and
r.esolved factual

in favor. of defendants-appellees to

gr.and summar.y judgment.

The following excer.pts fr.om the

tr.ial cour.t opinion are contr.asted with the facts:
THE COURT:
the evidence,

"The critical issue, as this Cour.t views

is whether. or. not the defendants had or. should

have had sufficient infor.mation when they r.etur.ned fr.om the
lamb r.oast,

just befor.e the accident,

so as to place the de-

fendants on notice that the plaintiff was or might be suffer.ing fr.om some disability.
Appendix 6.)

COMMENT:

(Memor.andum Decision, p.3,

What did the defendants (at least

Cuellar.) know at this time,

or. what should they (he) have

known?
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l.
Danna Beach had p'r'."oblems in the da'r'."k twice
before on othe'r'." field t'r'."ips.
2.

roast.

Danna Beach had been drinking at the lamb

3. Danna Beach had been d'r'."inking in the
suburban on the way back to camp f'r'."om the lamb
roast.
It is a 'r'."easonable infe'r'."ence that Cuella'r'."
should have known what was happening in the
backseat of the vehicle he was d'r'."iving.
4. Danna Beach would find it necessary to
walk in the da'r'."k out in the count'r'."y to get to her
tent.
THE COURT:

"The facts a'r'."e undisputed that the defend-

ant Cuellar did not have any info'r'."mation that the plaintiff
had been d'r'."inking or may become disoriented or lost."
orandum Decision, p.3, Appendix 6.)

COMMENT:

(Mem-

This is

plainly a mistaken interpretation of the facts by the trial
court, as the following excerpts from depositions
demonstrate:
But did you know she [Danna Beach) had
beer. d'r'."inkir.g that night?
[at the lamb
roast)

Q:

A: Yes, as much as I know that others who
drank were also drinking.
(Cuellar, p.125,
lines 15-18.)
Danna testified that your neighbor, Mr.
Holmoe, had a bottle of whisky and that she
took some swallows out of that bottle in the
vehicle on the way home.
Do
remember
that now that I have mentioned it.

Q:

A:

No.

It is possible that that happened,
though, is that 'r'."ight?

Q:

A:

Yes.

(Cuellar, p .• 127, lines 17-24.)

Q:
You [Danna Beach] had the two beers,
homemade beer; one before, and one during the
belly dancing incident.
And then you ate
dinner; then maybe had another beer at
dinner, but maybe not, you're not sure on
that?
A:

Yes.

Q:

Okay.
Theu you don't have another Jack
Daniels and Coke, but have another beer.?

A:
If I remember correctly, yes.
p.163, lines 3-10, 18-20.)

(Beach I,

Q:
And then when you got back into the truck
to go back to the camp, did you have anything
with you at that time to drink?
A:
I didn't have anything with me.
I sat in
the backseat with Orlando's neighbor. and he
passed me his bottle of Jack Daniels.
I had
a couple of drinks out of that on the way
home.
(Beach I, p.161, lines 11-17.)
Clearly,

there was evidence that Danna Beach had been dr.ink-

ing the night of the lamb r.oast and Orlando Cuellar. knew
this.

Ther.e may be a dispute as to how much he knew,

but he

knew.

Coupled with his knowledge of pr.ior. events at Lake

Powell and Beaver. Dam Wash, Cuellar. also knew or. should have
known that Danna Beach might become disoriented.
THE COURT:

"To the contr.ar.y,

the plaintiff her.self was

of the opinion that she did not possess or. demonstrate any
outward signs of intoxication that would suggest to any
reasonable per.son that she might be experiencing any difficulties."

(Memorandum Decision, p.3, Appendix 6.) COMMENT:

Danna Beach testified that upon her. r.etur.n to camp,
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she

felt "a little inebr.iated."

(Beach I, p.162)

But mor.e

on the pr.ior. occasion that she had been dr.ink-

iny and became disor.iented in the dark (Lake Powell), she
hadn't exhibited any outwar.d signs either., and Or.lando
Cuellar. knew this:
Q:
And dur.ing that time per.iod you didn't
observe her. exhibiting any char.acteristics of
being intoxicated is that your testimony?

A:

That's my testimony.

(Cuellar., p.44.)

Cuellar was totally aware that in spite of a lack of outwar.d
signs of intoxication, Danna Beach got disoriented at Lake
Powell.

The situation was similar upon their return from

the lamb roast on the Deep Creek Mountain trip.
THE COURT:

"Plaintiff suggests that the pr.ior. incident

where the plaintiff on a prior field trip at Lake Powell had
become intoxicated and disoriented should have placed the
defendants on notice of the potential for the circumstance
to occur again.

While this Court is of the opinion that the

actual facts of the prior incident at Lake Powell are so
fundamentally different that they could not import any
reasonable constructive notice of the events that took place
immediately prior to the plaintiff's accident, even if the
prior incident at Lake Powell could give notice of the
pLuntiff's alleged propensity to become disol'."iented and
lost afLer drinking would require some notice either. actual
constr.uctive that the plaintiff had in fact been dr.inking
on the night in question.

As indicated above, there is no
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evidence to suppor.t such a claim."
COMMENT:

(Emphasis added)

Her.e is a blatant example of the tr.ial cour.t

inter.pr.eting facts, weighing them, expr.essing an opinion,
and ignor.ing cer.tain facts.

The pr.eceding discussion makes

it clear. Or.lando Cuellar. knew Danna Beach dr.ank at the lamb
r.oast.

Ther.e is a question about what he knew or. should

have known.

Ther.e is evidence to suppor.t Danna Beach's

claim that Cuellar. knew she dr.ank and knew she might get
disor.iented.
THE COURT:

"Additionally, the pr.ior. incident at Lake

Powell is too r.emote in time and natur.e of cir.cumstances so
as to make the events of the evening of May 27th and the
mor.ning of May 28th r.easonably for.eseeable to the defendants."

(Memor.andum Decision, P.5, Appendix 6.) COMMENT:

The following char.ts demonstr.ate the similar.ities and dissimilar.ities between Lake Powell and the Deep Cr.eek
Mountains:
SIMILARITIES
Lake Powell

Deep Cr.eek Mtns.

l.

Danna Beach dr.ank
alcoholic bever.ages.

1.

Danna Beach dr.ank
alcoholic
bever.ages.

2.

Danna Beach became
disor.iented in the
dar.k.

2.

Dpnna Beach
disor.iented in the
dar.k.

3.

Or.lando Cuellar. knew
Danna Beach had dr.ank
alcoholic bever.ages.

3.

4.

Danna Beach did not

Or.lando Cuellar.
knew Danna Beach
had dr.ank alcoholic
bever.ages.
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appear. intoxicated
or. other.wise impair.ed.

Lal':e Powell

4.

Danna Beach did not
appear. intoxicated
or. other.wise
impair.ed.

DISSIMILARITIES
Deep Cr.eek Mtns.
to 4/15/79
l.
5/27, 5/28/79

2.

Danna Beach dr.ank wine.

2.

3.

Danna Beach unhar.med.

3.

Danna Beach dr.ank
beer. and whisky
Danna Beach
ser.iously injur.ed.

The only significant dissimilar.ity in the two field tr.ips
was the appr.oximate six weeks time elapsed between them.
For. the tr.ial cour.t to judge this as "too r.emote" is a clear.
substitution of the cour.t's judgment for. the deliber.ation of
the JUr.y. THE JURY, NOT THE COURT, SHOULD DECIDE IF THE LAKE
POWELL TRIP WAS TOO REMOTE.
THE COURT:

"Ther.e is no evidence that would suggest

negligence in the selection of the field tr.ip site."
(Memor.andum Decision, p.5, Appendix 6.)

COMMENT:

Orlando

Cuellar. himself called the ar.ea "the most r.emote and isolated place in the wor.ld."

(Cuellar., P.78)

Even the tr.ial

cour.t acknowledged that it could "r.eadily see fr.om the
photogr.aphs . . . that the ar.ea is rugged."
Decision, p.5, Appendix 6.)

COMMENT:

(Memorandum

The photos which ar.e

a par.t of the r.ecor.d show the ter.r.ain -- and they show the
danger. of putting a per.son known to become disor.iented in
lhe dar.k into such a situation.

The fact that it took until

ncar.ly noon the next day to find Danna Beach is fur.ther. evidence of the r.uggedness of the ter.r.ain.
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Reasonable minds

could conclude that the campsite was negligently selected
in light of Cuellar.'s knowledge of Danna Beach's problems.
"Tne claims against the defendants who are

THE COURT;

par.ties to this suit on the basis of r.espondeat superior.
have obligation (sic) inasmuch as this Court has found no
breach of duty on the part of the principal defendants
Orlando Cuellar. and Ron Stewart."
p.6, Appendix 6.)

COMMENT:

(Memorandum Decision,

The preceding discussion shows

that the trial court was wrong in its findings concerning
the facts about the conduct of Orlando Cuellar. (and Ron
Stewart).

Additionally, there is consider.able evidence of

diiect responsibility and direct negligence by many of the
other. defendants.

(See discussion "The Other. Defendants,

supra, in Statement of Facts.)
The above contrasts of the facts in the record versus
the opinion of the trial court clearly show the impropriety
of summary judgment.

The trial court's dismissal of the

case violates the standards set by the Utah Supreme Court
for. summary judgment, which are outlined in the following
legal discussion.

B.

THE LAW

"On summary judgment the adversed party is entitled to
have the court survey the evidence and all reasonable inferences fairly to be drawn therefrom in the light most favor.able to him."

Thompson v. For.a Motor. Company, 16 Utah 2d
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30, 395 P.2d 62, 63 (1964).

"In a motion fol'." summal'."y judg-

ment t_he judge is neithel'." l'."equil'."ed nol'." pel'."mitted to find
tacts which al'."e in issue -- he can only find that thel'."e al'."e
no issues of fact to be found and that one pal'."ty is entitled
to judgment as a mattel'." of law."

Cal'."l'." v. Bl'."adshaw Chevl'."olet

Co., 23 Utah 2d 415, 464 P.2d 580, 581 (1970)
added).

(emphasis

"Summal'."y judgment is pl'."opel'." only if the pleadings,

depositions, affidavits and admissions show thel'."e is no genuine issue of mater.ial fact and that the moving pal'."ty is
entitled to judgment as a matter. of law, and the evidence,
when viewed in the light most favol'."able to the losel'." must
show that ther.e is no genuine issue as to any matel'."ial
fact."

Livingston Industr.ies, Inc. v. Walker. Bank & Tl'."ust

Co., 565 P.2d 1117 (Utah 1977) (emphasis added).

Also see

Jensen v. Mountain States Telephone & Telegr.aph Co., 611
P.2d 363, at 365 (Utah 1980).
In summar.y judgment pr.oceedings, "In case of doubt, the
doubt should be l'."esolved in allowing the challenged pal'."ty
the oppor.tunity of at least attempting to pl'."ove his r.ight to
r.ecover.."

Dur.ham v. Margetts, 571 P.2d 1332, 1334 (Utah

1977).
"It is to be had in mind that the jur.y is entitled to
base its judgment, not only upon the facts shown, but to indulge such l'."easonable infel'."ences as may be fail'."ly dl'."awn
ther.eir.om.

. . A par.ty should not be depl'."ived of the

privilege of having such an adjudication of his claims
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unless it appears that even upon the facts claimed by him he
could not establish a basis of recovery.
there is doubt about the matter,

Moreover, when

it should be resolved in

favor of permitting the party to go to trial."

Rees v.

Albertsons, Inc., 587 P.2d 130, 133 (Utah 1978).
"If there is any doubt or uncertainty concerning questions of fact,

the doubt should be resolved in favor of the

opposing party.
dence

Thus, the Court must evaluate all the evi-

and all reasonable inferences fairly drawn from the

evidence in a light most favorable to the party opposing
summary judgment."

Bowen v. Riverton City, 656 P.2d 434,

436, citing Durham, supra, and Thompson, supra.

"Although

summary judgment may on occasion be appropriate

negli-

gence cases, it is appropriate only in the most clear-cut
case."

Bowen, id, citing FMA Acceptance Company v.

Leatherby Insurance Co.

594 P.2d 1332 (Utah 1979).

"The framers of our Constitution recognized that access
to the courts for the settlement disputes is essential to a
well ordered society.

Article I, Section 11 of our

Constitution provides:
Courts open -- redress for injuries.
All
courts shall be open, and every person, for
any injury done to him in his person, property or reputation, shall have remedy by due
course of law, which shall be administered
without denial or unnecessary delay."
Butler v. Sports Haven International, 563 P.2d 1245, 1246
(Utah 1977).

"Moreover, consistent with the constitutional
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purpose quoted above,

if there is doubt or uncertainty as to

the questions of negligence, proximate cause, or contributory negligence, such that reasonable minds might conclude
differently thereon, the doubt should be resolved in favor
of granting the party the privilege of attempting to prove
his right to recover on a trial."

Butler, id.

The foregoing enunciation of principles from the Utah
Supreme Court, when applied to Danna Beach's case, makes it
clear that the trial court was wrong in granting summary
Judgment.

The trial court resolved factual matters, such as

whether Orlando Cuellar knew or should have known that Danna
Beach had been drinking, or such as whether Orlando Cuellar
knew or should have known that she might get lost_ or disoriented in the dark,

in favor of the defendants-appellees.

The trial court can hardly be said to have resolved any
doubts in favor of the plaintiff.

On the contrary, all

doubts and all factual resolutions made by the trial court
were resolved against the plaintiff.
Reasonable inferences which could be drawn from the
evidence in this case certainly would allow Danna Beach to
recover.

Assuming a duty of care was owed to Danna Beach by

the defendants-appellees,

the following

amounts to

a very reasonable set of inferences from the evidence:
Orlando Cuellar was a professor who didn't care whether he
enfor-ced the llniversi':y of Utah rules and regulations
not.

Ol'.'.

As a matter of fact, enforcement of the rules and
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r.egulations would have cut into his fun, and he wouldn't
have been able to dr.ink ever.y day on ever.y field tr.ip that
he took.

Or.lando Cuellar. knew fr.om his pr.ior. exper.iences

with Danna Beach that if she dr.ank alcoholic bever.ages she
became disor.iented in the dar.k.

In spite of this knowledge,

and in spite of his knowledge that she dr.ank on the night of
the accident, he did nothing to tr.y to assist her..

As a

matter. of fact, he had been dr.inking quite a bit that night
himself, and it is a r.easonable infer.ence that one explanation for. his failur.e to r.ecognize a pr.oblem in Danna Beach
was that he nad had too much to dr.ink himself.

Because of

his failur.es to enfor.ce r.ules, dr.aw on past exper.iences with
Danna Beach, and pr.ovide her. assistance, she was ser.iously
injur.ed.
It is not unr.easonable for. the Utah Supr.eme Cour.t to
r.equir.e a jur.y to decide the issues in this case.

The

people of the State of Utah, thr.ough a jur.y, have a r.ight to
have a voice in deciding whether. or. not the policies and
pr.ocedur.es of the Univer.sity of Utah should be enfor.ced -or. whether. a pr.ofessor. who likes to dr.ink and par.ty with
his students should be allowed to cir.cumvent these r.ules.
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ARGUMENT II

ALTHOUGH THE TRIAL COURT ASSUMED THE
EXISTENCE OF DUTIES OF CARE TO PLAINTIFFAPPELLANT, IT MADE NO EXPLICIT FINDING OF SUCH
DUTIES.
SUCH DUTIES DO EXIST.
THE RESOLUTION OF
THE EXTENT OF SUCH DUTIES INVOLVES THE RESOLUTION
OF FACTUAL MATTERS IN THE CASE.

A.

Principles of Analysis.

The trial court made no findings as to the duties of
care owed to the plaintiff by the defendants, although this
was the issue perceived by all parties as controlling and
the issue most hotly contested at argument.

The trial court

assumed (but did not hold) there was a duty owed, but dismissed the case on factual grounds.

This portion of

plaintiff-appellant's brief is directed at the correctness
of the trial court's assumption of the existence of such
duties.

The trial court was correct in the assumption

and the Supreme Court is requested to affirm this
assumption.
The first portion of the legal discussion in this
Argument is directed at the various approaches utilized by
the courts to analyze the duties owed a student by persons
in the place of the defendants in this case.

The remainder

of the Argument will apply the various approaches to the
facls of our case.
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1.

Special Relationship.

A number. of cases which have addr.essed the question of what duties ar.e owed to a per.son such as Danna Beach
analyze whether. or. not the facts indicate a "special r.elationship" between student, faculty,

and the institution

which would give r.ise to a duty of car.e.
found,

If a duty is

the cases then analyze whether. ther.e was a violation

of the duty and whether. the violation was a cause of the
injur.y.
Sometimes, ver.y little is necessar.y to demonstr.ate
a "special r.elationship."

For example,

in Ankers v. Dis-

trict School Board of Pasco County, 406 So2d 72 (Fla. App.
1981), the court held that the simple allegation that the
plaintiff was a minor. in attendance at a school was sufficient to give rise to a finding that a r.elationship existed between the par.ties er.eating a legal duty on the part of
the defendant to pr.otect the plaintiff.

The plaintiff was a

high school student who sustained a ser.ious hand injury
while working with a bench saw in the shop room.

The cour.t

held that although the school was not an insur.er. against
student injur.y, the school did have a legal duty to
supervise student activity.
Pr.ior notice of the exact type of pr.oblem that
causes injury may also be, by itself,

sufficient to create a

duty of car.e between univer.sity employees and students.
Jesik v. Mar.icopa County Community College District, 125
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In

Ariz. 548, 611 P2d 547 (1980).

Peter. Jesik was shot by

dnother student in a registr.ation line.

There had been an

between Jesik and his assailant, and Jesik r.epor.ted
to a security guar.d that he had been thr.eatened.

The secur.-

i ty guard assured Jesik he would be taken care of.

assailant returned with a gun and killed Jesik.

The

The Ar.izona

Supreme Court held that since school per.sonnel (i.e. the
security guard) was aware of the potential for. pr.oblems, the
notice of the possible harm imposed a specific duty to exer.cise care to protect Jesik.
The above two cases ar.e r.elatively simple appr.oaches to the question of whether. or. not a special r.elationship exists which gives r.ise to a duty.

Gener.ally, the

finding of the existence of a "special r.elationship" involves a balancing pr.ocess, as well as an evaluation of the
for.eseeability of the harm.
Rupp v. Bryant, 417 So.2d 658,

(Fla. 1982), ·is

illustrative of the type of analysis employed in ascer.taining the existence of a special r.elationship between student,
faculty, and institution.

In that case, which involved a

hazing cer.emony for. a high school club, the plaintiff Br.yant
had his spinal cor.d sever.ea in his neck dur.ing the initiation cer.emony.

One line of analysis adopted by the cour.t

was that the duty of a school and its employees exists on a
correlative basis with the extent to which the school has
the authority to contr.ol behavior of the student.
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The other.

approach suggested and adopted by the court was to engage in
a balancing process between the interests of the student and
the interests of the school.

The Court proposed the follow-

ing three areas of analysis in the balancing process:
1.
The student's interest in freedom fr.om
suffering negligent injury.
2.
The school's interest in avoiding responsibility for a duty which it cannot realistically
carry out.
3.
The societal inter.est in the activity
surrounding the injury.
The court finalized its analysis by deter.mining proximate
cause through a forseeability analysis.
In Rupp v. Bryant, supra, applying the guidelines
listed above, the court held that the school authorities
were liable for. the injuries sustained by Bryant during the
club initiation activity.

The court reasoned that the ser.-

vice club was beneficial to society.

The court reasoned

that the school was not unduly burdened by a rule which
imposed a duty to super.vise the behavior. of the students
during such activities.
In Baldwin v. Zoradi, 123 Cal.App.3d .275 (1981),
the court set out factors to be consider.ea in determining
whether. a duty is owed to a student by faGulty and the institution.

This analysis involves a balancing and consider-

ation of the following factors:

1. The degree of certainty that the plaintiff
was injured.
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2. Closeness of the connection between the
conduct of the defendants and the injuries
suf[er.ed.
3. The moral blameworthiness of the conduct
of the defendants.
4.

The policy of pr.eventing future harm.

5. The extent of the bur.den on the defendants
and the consequences to the community of imposing a
duty to exercise car.e.
6. The availability, cost, and prevalence of
insurance to the defendants.
The Baldwin court acknowledged that a special relationship
is created when imminent danger. is appar.ent.
In Br.adshaw v. Rawlings, 612 F.2d 135 (3d Cir..
1979), the cour.t found that in or.der. to ascertain whether. a
duty of car.e exists between student, faculty, and institution the cour.ts must "identify and assess the competing individual and social inter.ests associated with the par.ties."
(612 F.2d 140).

The cour.t went on to examine facts adduced

at the tr.ial by both sides to make its analysis of whether. a
special r.elationship existed between the college and the
injur.ed student.
2.

Foreseeability.

Foreseeability of danger. has also been an impor.tant analytic tool employed by the cour.ts in this type of
case.
bv

Some courts have held that for.eseeability of injur.y,

itselt,

duty

is sufficient to establish the existence of a

between school &nd pupil, as in Smith v. Archbishop of

St. Louis, 632 S.W.2d 516 (Mo. 1982).
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A similar. finding was

made in Foster. v. Houston Gener.al Insur.ance Company, 407
So.2d 759 (La. 1981).
Baldwin v. Zor.adi,

stated that whether.

avoidance of for.eseeable har.m cr.eated a duty depended upon
the existence of a special r.elationship.

A similar. case,

Bar.tell v. Palos Ver.der. Penninsula School Distr.ict, 147
Cal.Rptr.. 898, 83 Cal.App.3d 492 (1978) held that for.eseeability by itself is insufficient to cr.eate a duty.

The

cour.t r.uled that in addition to for.eseeability a duty is
cr.eated thr.ough an analysis of the following factor.s:
l. The bur.den of imposing a duty on the
defendants.
2. Closeness of the r.elation between the
defendant's conduct and the plaintiff's injur.y.
3. The mor.al blame attached to the defendant's conduct.
har.m.

4.

The inter.est in pr.evention of futur.e

Another. appr.oach that has been taken in analyzing
the effect of for.eseeability of har.m in this type of case is
the one mentioned in Rupp v. Byr.ant, supr.a.

As mentioned,

the cour.t in that case utilized an analysis of for.eseeability in deter.mining pr.oximate cause.

The cour.t stated "The

key to pr.oximate cause is for.eseeability, which means her.e
deter.mining whether. the injur.ies to Br.yant wer.e a for.eseeable consequence of the school's failur.e to super.vise."
(Rupp v. Br.yant at 417 So.2d 668).
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Whatever. effect the cour.ts choose to give to for.eof har.m in this type of analysis,
bility question is one for. the jur.y.

the for.eseea-

This is best illus-

tr.ated by the cour.t's statement in Gr.ant v. Lake Oswego
School Distr.ict No. 7, 515 P.2d 947

(Or.e. 1973).

The court

stated that "The foreseeability of plaintiff's action was a
question for. the jury.

If it were a jury question as to

whether. the har.m suffered was foreseeable,

a ju-cy question

was also presented as to whether defendant was negligent in
not super.vising the plaintiff."
3.

(Gr.ant, at 515 P.2d 951).

The Common Thread.

As the above discussion of cases on the subject
illustrates, the approaches of the courts are varied in analyzing the existence of a duty between student, professor,
and institution.

However, some common threads in the

various analyses can be ascertained.

They ar.e as follows:

1.
The factor.s consider.ea, especially foreseeability, ar.e jur.y questions.
2.
Each case must be analyzed on its own
facts.
The courts adopt a case-by-case approach.
3.
Sometimes, a single fact, such as the
minor.ity of a student or prior notice to the institution of a danger is sufficient to create a duty
of car.e flowing fr.om the institution and its faculty to the student.
(Ankers v.
School
Boar.d of Pasco County, Jesik v. Maricopa County
College District).
4.
Usually, the cour.ts employ a balancing
test to evaluate whether a "special relationship"
giving r.ise to a duty exists.
The principal factor.s considered in such balancing test are the
following:
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a.
The student's interest in freedom
from negligent injury.
b.
The school's interest in avoiding responsibility for a duty "it cannot realistically carry out."
c.
The social interest in imposition of
such a duty.
d.
The connection between the defendants' conduct and the injuries suffered.
The moral blameworthiness of the
e.
conduct of the defendants.
The availability, cost, and prevalf.
ence of insurance.
g.
Finally, the interest of society in
prevention of future harm.
4.
The effect of foreseeability of harm is
varied; foreseeability is a question for the jury.
B.

Application of Legal Principles to the Danna Beach

Case.
Factual Disputes:

Special Relationship

Applying the foregoing guidelines for analysis in this
case, it must be concluded that a special relationship
existed between Danna Beach, Orlando Cuellar, and the remaining defendants which gives rise to a duty which was violated.

The principal components of the special relationship

in this case are the following:

(Please note that there is

conflicting testimony or conflicting
evidence,

i.e.

of the

factual disputes on many of the following

points.)
l.

The University policy and procedures concern-

ing accident and injury prevention.
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Danna Beach was

entitled to rely on Cuellar to take necessar.y steps for. her.
protection and safety.
nave included:

Some of these necessar.y steps would

a) giving her. appropr.iate instr.uction as to

camping skills, survival skills, and what to do upon becoming disoriented or lost, b) not drinking himself -- that is,
Cuellar. could har.dly exercise due car.e on the night of the
accident after consuming "sever.al beers" -- a sober. Cuellar
might have thought to give Danna the assistance she needed
in finding her tent, c) pr.oviding Danna with appropriate
equipment -- she didn't even have a flashlight although she
had complained about this in the presence of Orlando Cuellar
(Beach II p.22).
2.

Orlando Cuellar's prior knowledge of Danna

Beach's tendency to become disoriented.

Based on the exper-

iences at Lake Powell, and Beaver Dam Wash, Cuellar. had an
actual knowledge that if Danna Beach dr.ank, she could become
disoriented in the dark, out in the country.
this,

In spite of

he did nothing to discourage her fr.om drinking on

future trips and did nothing to help her in the event·that
she did drink and become disoriented.

This prior knowledge

also makes it clear that what happened to Danna Beach on the
night of her. accident was for.eseeable.
3.

Univer.sity r.ules against pr.ofessor.s consuming

alcoholic beverages at Univer.sity functions gave Danna Beach
the right to rely on Orlando Cuellar's judgment.

Never.the-

less, he chose co disregar.d these r.ules and conduct himself
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in violation of the r.ules.

As a consequence, his judgment

was impair.ed to the point that he didn't even think to offer.
Danna Beach assistance on the night of her. accident.
4.

Although ther.e is a question as to whether. or.

not it was against University r.ules for. the students to
dr.ink on these field tr.ips, Danna Beach had a r.ight to r.ely
on Orlando Cuellar. to enfor.ce such r.ules if they existed.

A

strict enforcement of such r.ules would have pr.evented dr.inking all together., and might have r.educed Danna Beach's tendency to become disoriented on the night of the accident.
Factual Disputes:

The University Rules

There is a factual dispute in the case as to
whether. Cuellar. could have enforced such rules,

though this

points mainly to the impr.opr.iety of summary judgment.
Accor.ding to Cuellar., he couldn't have enforced a r.ule after.
class hour.s pr.ohibiting student drinking.

However., accord-

ing to Ed Ridges, Orlando Cuellar. could have disciplined
students to enforce compliance with University rules.
(Ridges deposition, p.48).

The University policies concern-

ing conduct of professors on field tr.ips was inadequate.
(Gr.ant deposition, p.32).

However.,

it was incumbent upon

the President and the Institutional Council to enact rules
and regulations for. the administration and operation of the
Univer.sity.

(Policy and Pr.ocedur.es Manual No. 7-6, §2(c),

Appendix 5).
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Ther.e is a gr.eat dispute of the facts among
var1ous witnesses as to what policies and pr.ocedur.es did
apply to tield tr.ips.

Cuellar. r.epeatedly said there were

none (e.g. Cuellar deposition, p.26), as did William Baker,
the Chairman of the Biology Depr.tment.

(e.g., Baker p.41).

However. David Grant, Dean of the College of Sciences, indicated that the written field trip rules formulated after
Danna Beach's accident (Policy and Procedures Manual No. 110, Appendix 4) were a "formalization of really long-term
practices.•

Ed Ridges, Asssistant to the Chairman of the

Biology Department, said that "new rules" were no change
over prior unwritten rules concerning the obligation of faculty members enforcing University regulations, department
heads being responsible for enforcing rules about field
trips, and the power of Orlando Cuellar to discipline students to enforce compliance with rules.
pp.47-48).

(Ridges deposition,

In any event, Danna Beach had the right to rely

on the President, Institutional Council, and other defendants in positions of authority above Orlando Cuellar to do
two things.

The two things she had a right to rely on these

defendants for were:

1) to formulate adequate and appropri-

ate rules, and 2) to see to it that the r,ules were properly
enfor.ced and implemented.

The

their. obligations in both these areas.
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fell short of

Balancing Test
In addition to the for.egoing factor.s which illustr.ate the existence of a special r.elationship, and ther.efor.e
a duty,

the facts of this case also meet the muster. of the

balancing test which has been suggested by so many courts.
The following analysis of this case in terms of the factors
suggested by the courts for such a balancing approach
illustrate this point.
a.

Inter.est in freedom fr.om injur.y

Beach obviously had this inter.est.

Danna

Nothing mor.e need be

said about this.
b.

School inter.est in avoiding r.esponsibil-

ity for. impossible duty -- the cour.ts have suggested that
the school has an inter.est in avoiding a responsibility for.
a duty "it cannot r.ealistically carr.y out."
this context,

ther.efore,

The question in

is whether. or. not the Univer.sity of

Utah and the defendants in this case could "realistically
car.r.y out" the duty which Danna Beach seeks to impose on
them.

In this context, one must fir.st state what duties

Danna Beach seeks to impose.

Briefly stated, she seeks to

impose the duties of care outlined in the accident and injury pr.evention policy, No. 2-73,she seeks to impose the
duty that pr.ofessor.s not dr.ink alcoholic bever.ages at
Univer.sity functions as stated in policy No. 2-27, she seeks
the enfor.cement of r.ules about student dr.inking,

if ther.e

wer.e any, and she seeks enfor.cement of the policies
concer.ning field tr.ips.
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The best answer. as to whether. any of these
ar.e "unr.ealistic" for. the University or. the defendants is to
ask "Where did they come from?"

ALL THE DUTIES THAT DANNA

BEACH SEEKS TO IMPOSE COME DIRECTLY FROM THE UNIVERSITY'S
OWN REGULATIONS.

The University and defendants could har.dly

make the r.ules on the one hand and, on the other. hand, claim
that the r.ules ar.e unr.ealistic.

All Danna Beach asks is

that the Univer.sity and the defendants be held to a standard
of car.e which they cr.eated in their own r.egulations.
c.

Enhancement of society -- would society

benefit fr.om the imposition of a duty under. the circumstances of this case?
ously "yes."

The answer to this question is obvi-

Ther.e is little doubt that a rule that

University professors are to use aLl due care for the prevent ion of injury to their students would be beneficial both
to the students and to society which would not have to bear
the bur.der

)f support of someone injured so badly as Danna

Beach.
d.

Connection between defendants' conduct

and plaintiff's injury -- there is a definite connection
between the conduct of all the defendants in this case and
Danna Beach's injuries.

The most obvious and closest con-

nection is in the behavior. of Orlando Cuellar.

He violated

U111ver.sity r.ules, he condoned the violation of University
,-ules and state law by students, and generally failed to
failed to conduct himself in a safe manner.
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Had Cuellar

followed University policies as to safety, or if he hadn't
drank himself, or if he had not allowed excessive drinking
by his students, the likelihood of this accident would have
been eliminated.

Had the other defendants properly dis-

charged their duties to enforce and implement the rules,
particularly the rules governing the conduct of professors,
the accident most likely would have been prevented.

Also,

the testimony indictes a confusion as to what rules really
were in effect for field trips, and the defendants other
than Cuellar and Stewart also failed to discharge their
responsibilities in this regard.
e.

Moral blameworthiness of defendants' con-

duct -- Danna Beach recognizes that it is difficult to argue
that the conduct of any of the defendants except Orlando
Cuellar fell short of moral standards.

However, with regard

to Cuellar, it is clear that his conduct was substandard.
It would have been one thing for Cuellar to acknowledge the
fact that sometimes college students drink.
nized this fact,

Having recog-

he should have taken steps to protect him-

self and his students from the foreseeable consequences of
such actions.

However, Cuellar's choice was to participate,

encourage, and condone such activities.
the students up for possible harm.

In doing so, he set

He also impaired his own

ability to exercise due care and good judgment.
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f.

Extent of bur.den on defendants -- Ther.e

would have been no bur.den on any of the defendants to car.r.y
out the duties which Danna Beach suggests they owed her..
Except fo,- fo,-egoing appar.ent pecsonal pleasur.e,

it would

have been no bucden at all on Or.lando Cuellar. to abstain
f,-om dr.inking himself.

It also would have been no bur.den

for. him to avoid encour.agement of student dr.inking, and it
pr.obably would have been little bur.den on him to announce a
r.ule that in his class dr.inking on field tr.ips was not
allowed.

Ther.e would have been little bur.den_ on Or.lando

Cuellar. to inquir.e what the Univer.sity r.ules in this r.agar.d
wer.e, although he never. did so.

He would have been bur.dened

slightly, if at all, to give Danna Beach a little_ help on
the night of the accident to find her. tent.

The other. de-

fendants in the action also would have incur.r.ed little bur.den in for.mulating adequate r.ules with r.egar.d to conduct of
pr.ofessor.s and students on field tr.ips, nor. would they have
been bur.dened by r.equir.ing their. enfor.cement.

It didn't

appear. that they wer.e over.ly bur.dened after. Danna's accident
in for.mulating a wr.itten field tr.ip policy.
g.

Availability, cost, pr.evalence of insur.-

ance -- Accor.ding to discover.y in this mqtter., ther.e is
insucance in this case.

Ther.efor.e, it is available.

Impos-

ing the duties suggested in this case by plaintiff pr.obably
enhance the availability and deer.ease the cost of such
insu,-ance.

An insur.ance car.r.ier. which knows that fir.m
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r.e4uir.ements of care and safety ar.e imposed on the faculty
at tne University will be mor.e likely to insur.e and happier.
to do so at a lower. cost.

B.

Other. Pertinent Authorities.

An extensive annotation of points and authorities dealing with the duty of supervision of schools is found at 38
ALR 3d 908.

In particular, see Kirchner. v. Yale University,

192 A.2d 641 (Conn. 1963).

Ther.e defendant University was

gr.anted a directed verdict in a case concerning super.vision
in a school workshop.

On appeal, the tr.ial cour.t was r.e-

ver.sed and the cour.t held that improper. use of a car.pentr.y
machine as comparative negligence was a question of fact for.
jury determination.
In Miller. v. Macalester. College, 115 N.W.2d 666 (Minn.
1962, the Minnesota Supreme Court found a duty of super.vision on the University wher.e a student was or.der.ed by the
instructor. to climb on a thir.ty-five (35) foot high scaffold
for. the purpose of removing light fixtures following completion of a dr.ama production in the college f ieldhouse.

The

cour.t said that the instructor. in charge of the activity had
the duty of exercising reasonable car.e in.inspecting for. the
safety of the scaffolding and in ascertaining a safe method
to be followed in the wor.k to be performed.

The court found

that the Univer.sity owed a duty of super.vision for. the
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activity notwithstanding that the injury was sustained at a
time which was not during

hours.

In Brigham Young University v. Lillywhite, 118 F.2d 836
(CA 10, Utah),

the court held that a university had a duty

to supervise its students and that it was negligent to permit students to conduct unsupervised chemistry experiments.
In that case, inexperienced students were permitted to proceed with experiments in the absence of the professor from
the classroom.
In Marques v. Riverside Military Academy, 73 S.E.2d
574,

(Ga. 1952), a 17-year old student was struck in the

head by a discus thrown by another student, while he was
walking across an athletic field.

The court held that,

while a 17-year old is presumptively considered to be
chargeable to the same degree of diligence for his own safety as an adult, this did not relieve the school from its
duty of exercising ordinary care for the safety of
students.
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CONCLUSION
Summary Judgment is not appropriate in this case.
The trial court made its own factual,

not legal, determina-

tions in arriving at dismissal of the case.

There are a

multitude of factual questions to be resolved by the jury
concerning what the duty was.

These factual questions re-

volve around the interpretation of the University Policy and
Procedures Manual,

the practices of Orlando Cuellar., and the

practices of the other. defendants in the implementation and
enforcement of the procedures.

Beyond this,

there are obvi-

ously more factual questions with regard to the extent of
liability of each of the par.ties in this case.
What the defendants did was to ask the court to resolve
factual issues in their. favor.

The trial court did so.

This should not have been done and the case should be
submitted to a jury after. a full trial of all the issues.

DATED this

day of October., 1983.

SPENCE MORIARITY & SCHU

COLLARD,
DOWNES
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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&

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I heceby cer.tify that two tr.ue and accur.ate copies
of the above and for.egoi1ig br.ief was ser.ved on all par.ties
to this civil action by personal service on all counsel of
r.ecor.d, as follows:
Alan L. Lar.son
Br.uce H. Jensen
Snow, Chcistensen & Martineau
Attocneys at Law
701 Continental Bank Building
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
DATED this

day of October, 1983.
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UNIVERSITI' OF UTAH
POLICY Al'\D PROCEDURES MA:NlJAL

No.
Date

2-73
November 1, 1967
of

ACCIDL:l'H fl.ND INJURY PREVENTION
PURPOSE
To outline the University's policy toward accident and injury prevention.
II.

:
.

t

POLICY
A.

It is the policy of the University to place ·the highest possible priority
on the safety and well-being of its faculty, staff, students, and others.

B.

It is the University's goal to build every structure,_ plan every activity,
and perfonn every task_so. that accidental injury is reduced to a minimum. It is the responsibility of instructional personnel, administrators, supervisors, and all other persons in authority to provide for
safety in the enviroment and operations under their control.
·

C.

Deans, department heads, and supervisors should be co-ntinuously _ cognizant of the safety needs of their personnel and initiate necessary
prevention measures to control safety hazards associated with activities
under their direction. Safety should be incorporated as an integral
part of all activities in which there is a potential hazard of accidental"
injury in the classroom, laboratory, shop, or office.

D.

Each faculty and staff member must think safety, plan safety, and
must teach and emphasize safety in all activities.

E.

The University subscribes to recognized standards for safety and
fire protection, such as those published by the National Safety
Council, the National Fire Protection Association, the Uniform
Building Code, the American Standards Association, and other
recognized safety standard-making bodies.

F.

A University Ac.:-:ident and Injury Pravent!on Committee has been
established and .:i safety coordinator designated to help provide
a safer learning and working enviroment on the University campus.

DEPOSITION
EXHIBIT

f-13
R·d"-€c;

UNIVERSITY

OF

UTAH

POLICY Al'\D PROCEDURES MANUAL

2-77
Due
Page

1

January 10, 1966
l

of

l

ojcct

1.

PURPOSE
To outline the university policy toward the personal conduct of
personnel.
·

II.

POLICY
A.

personncl should represent the university at their best at all times.
The impression an outside individual has of the university may greatly
be determined by the actions of its personnel. Individuals should
take pride in their pers.onal appearance. punctuality, willingness to
be of service, goo<f tasi:e, and courtesy should be observed at all
times.

B.

personnel should keep university business out of social conversation.
The confidential affairs of the university are not.pro.per subjects for
off-campus discussions.

c.

Gambling, the drinking of intoxicating liquor or beer, and disorderly
conduct of any kind are forbidden on the campus or in the buildings
of the university or in any housing units under the supervision of the
university or at any function sponsored by the university.

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

Ko.
D2tc

POLICY M<D PROCEDURES MA!\UAL

Rev.

1.
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August: Ji, lY"//
l

of

3

UNIVERSITf REGULATIONS - Chapter X
STUDENT CODE

P3TICLE XI.

PROSCRI8ED CONDUCT

The following conduct is proscribed and upon violation of such proscriptions
a student shall be subject to
or more of the sanctions specified in
Section 12.05. However, it is expected that the more severe sanctions of
suspension and expulsion will be imposed s?aringly and only for more
extreme or aggravated violations or for repeated vfolations.
A.

Academic· dishonesty in all its forms including, but without being
limited to, cheating on tests, plagiarism, and collusion.
1.

B.

Cheating on tests includes:
(a)

copying from another student's test paper;

(b)

using materials during a test-not authorized by the person
giving the test;

{c)

collaborating with any other person during a test without
authority;

(d)

knowingly obtaining, using, buying, selling, transporting,
or soliciting in whole or in part the contents of an unadministered test;

(e)

bribing any other person to obtain an unadministered test
or information about an unadministered test; and

(f)

substituting for another student or permitting any otner person
to substitute for oneself, to take a-test.

2.

"Plagiarism" means the appropriation of any other person's work
and the unacknowledged incorporation of that work in one's own
work offered for credit.

3.

"Collusion" means the unauthorized collaboration with any other
person in preparing work offered for credit.

furnishing false information to the university with intent to deceive.

U.t--;IVERSITY OF UTAH
POLICY AND PROCEDURES MA..'-'UAL

Ko.
Date
Page
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C.

Furnishing false information to the Student Behavior Committee with
the intent to deceive, the intimidation of witnesses, the destruction
of evidence with the intent to deny its presentation to the Student
Behavior Committee, and the willful failure to appear before the
Student Behavior Committee when properly notified to appear.

D.

Intentionally setting off a fire alarm or reporting a fire or other
emergenc"y or tampering with fire or other emergency equipment
except when done with the reasonable belief in the existence of a
need therefor.

E.

Forgery, alteration, or misuse of university documents, records, or
identification cards.

F.

Physically abusing or intentionally inflicting severe .emotional distress
upon another member of the university :community whether occurring on
or off campus; or-physically abusing or intentionally inflicting severe
emotional distress upon a non-member of the university community on
the campus.

G.

Theft, or malicious destruction, damage, or misuse of university
property or private property of another member of the university community whether occurring on or off campus; or theft, or malicious
destruction, damage, or misuse on campus of property of a nonmember of the university community.

H.

Unauthorized seizure or occupation of any university building or
facility.

r.

Intentional disruption or obstruction of teaching, research, administration, disciplinary proceedings, or other university activities or
programs whether occurring on or off campus .or of activities or
programs authorized or permitted by the university to be conducted
on campus.

J.

Intentional participation in a demonstration which is in violation of
rules and regulations governing demonstrations promulgated by the
Student Affairs Committee pursuant to the provisions of Article VIII.

3
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K.

L.

Unauthorized entry upon the property of the university or into a
university facility or any portion thereof which has been reserved,
restricted in use, or placed off limits; unauthorized presence in any
university facility after closing hours; or unauthorized possession
or use of a key to any
facility.
Possession or use on campus of any firearm or other dangerous weapon

or incendiary device or explosive unless such possession or use

has been authorized by the university.

M.

Possession, use, or distribution on campus of any narcotic or dangerous
or unlawful drug as defined by the laws of the United States or the
State of Utah except as expressly permitted by law.

N.

Smoking in violation of the Utah Indoor Clean Air Act, or the consumption of liquor or beer on university premises in violati9n of law or in
violation of rules and regulations governing university facilities
such as the Union Building, residence halls, the stadium and the
Special Events Center.

O.

The use of any state funds under the management and control of the
university to defray the cost of purchase or consumption of alcoholic
beverages either on or off campus. (University managed funds within
the meaning of this policy include not only state appropriated money
but also all other state funds controlled by and accounted for by the
university, including funds derived from student activity fees and
fees charged by university auxiliary operations.

P.

Violation of clearly stated proscriptions in any published rule or
regulation promulgated by any official campus committee or commission
or council acting within the scope of its authority.

Q.

Violation of any law of the United States or of any state while on the
campus of another institution of higher education when the governing
authorities of such institution request the university to assume jurisdiction over the matter.

R.

Violation on camp•Js of any law not covered by subdivisions A through
P above, or violation of law off campus while participating in any
university sponsored activity.
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To establish a policy and related procedures for field trips
that involve faculty members, support staff, students, and/or
other persons.
II.

REFERENCES

PPM 8-10 to ?-10.15 (Student Code)
PPM 8-12 to 8-12.8 (Code of Faculty Responsibility)
Ill. DEFINITION

"Field trip" means a journey or excursion away from the university campus, whether or not in university vehicles, involving
two or more persons, that is organized and/or sponsored by an
operating unit of the university, or by a faculty member or
other authorized employee of the university, for academic,
research, or recreational purposes that are related to an
approved program or activity of the university. "Field trip"
does not include travel by university athletic teams and related personnel pursuant to approved policies of the department
of athletics.
·
IV.

POLICIES

A.

University Responsibility. The university recognizes that
it is obligated under the law to establish and ensure compliance with all applicable requirements of federal and
state law, and all applicable university regulations, including but not limited to the Student Code and the Code
of Faculty Responsibility,· in connection with field trips.
1.

The faculty member or other university employee
designated to be in charge of a field trip (i.e.,
the "trip director") has the responsbility to enforce compliance with university ·policies by all
persons participating in the field trip.

2.

No person shall be permitted to participate on a
field trip unless a "Statement of Understanding,"
properly completed and signed pursuant to Section
IV B below is on file for that person in the
of
responsible department head or director before the field trip
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The trip director is res?onsible for the prudent
care and operation of university-owned vehicles
used on field trips from the time at which possession of the vehicle is taken until it has been
returned to university control.

4.

Only a duly licensed adult (i.e.; age 18 years or
older) who has been authorized by the trip director
may operate a motor vehicle, whether or not the
vehi·cle is owned by the university. to transport
persons on a field trip.

5.

The trip director must obtain assurance, prior to
the corranencement of the field trip, that any vehicle
not owned by the university and used on the field trip
will be covered throughout the period of the trip by
a motor vehicle liability insur9nce policy, currently
in effect, with limits of
and liability that
satisfy the requirements of the Utah Motor Vehicle
Safety Responsibility Act, 1953 Utah Code Anno.
§§41-12-1 et seq.

6.

Each person particpating on a field trip in any
capacity (e.g., faculty, staff, or student) should be
covered by insurance for medical and hospital costs
arising from any accident occurring while on the field
trip. Enrollment in the university's hospital/medical
insurance program for university employees, or in the
student health insurance program, will satisfy this
requirement. Persons not included in these insurance
programs and who do not already carry equivalent private
hospital/medical insurance should obtain appropriate
short-term insurance.

7.

funds acministered by the
may not be used
to supply alcoholic beverages to persons participating
on a field triP.
\.-'hi le actually using any ve;-iicle for field trip pur-

poses, and during "working hours" (i.e., those hours
designated by the trip director as time to be spent
on university-sponsored activities within the purpose
of thP trip). drinking of alcoholic bevera&es by any
on a field trip is forbidden.
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No narcotics, illegal drugs, or other controlled
substances may be in the possession of, or used by,
any person engaged in the field trip except for purposes specifically permitted by the Utah Controlled
Substances Act.

10.

No person engaged in field trip activities, other
than
trip director, may possess.or use any kind
of firearm for any purpose, except as may be expressly
authorized by the trip director upon a determination
that the person so authorized is reasonably knowledgeable and proficient in the use of the particular firearm and that its possession or use by him/her is
necessary to carry out the purposes of the trip.

11.

Each student participant is expected to comply with
all applicable provisions of the Student Code, and
each faculty member is expected to comply with all
applicable provisions of the Code of Faculty Responsibility, during the field trip, and to obey all applicable
provisions of the law of the state and nation in which
the field trip activities take place. All participants
are individually responsible for their personal conduct while on the field trip, and the university has
no obligation to intercede or undertake to protect
them from the legal consequences of violations of law
for which they may be responsible.

Statement of Understanding
1.

Each person, prior to participating in a universitysponsored field trip, must personally sign (or if
under 18 years of age must obtain the signature of
his/her parent(s) or guardian upon) an agreement
reading substantially as sho•m in the attached Appendix, which shall be filed in the office of the sponsoring department or office prior to the
of the field trip.
·

2.

Persons who are expected to participate on more than
one field trip during any academic year (i.e., July 1
to the following June 30, inclusive) are not regularly
required to sign a
for each trip. prov1ded there lS on file in the pertinent office a duly signed
that is accurate
and up-to-date prior to each field trip taken during
that academic year.

I
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The
of
may be required as a
cond1t1on of reg1strat1on in any course in which
participation in one or more field trips is anticipated.

PROCEDURES
A.

Deeartmental Responsibilities. The head of each department or operating unit that sponsors field trips shall be
responsible for enforcing university policies relating to
field trips, for notifying students of the requirements of
Field Trip Policy and Procedure, and for maintaining
files of the Statements of Understanding required by Section
IV B, above.

B.

Sanctions.

C.

1.

Violations of this Field Trip iolicy may be.the basis
of appropriate sanctions, including the initiation of
formal charges under applicable provisions of the Student Code or the Code of Faculty Responsibility.

2.

While actually engaged in a field trip, the trip
director may enforce the provisions of this Field
Trip Policy by withdrawal or limitation of privileges,
or, in the event of repeated violations, by excluding
the offending person from further participation and·
arranging to return the offender to the campus or
convey him/her to the nearest point of public
transportation for return to the campus. The cost of
such return transportation is a proper charge against
university funds, but the university reserves the
right to obtain reimbursement from the offender.

Reoocts of Accidents. Any accident or other occurrence
phySl--Ca-r-lnjury to person or property occurring
in the course of a field trip, whether. or not the injury
is sustained by a participant on the field trip, shall
be reported promptly pursuant to University Policy and
0 rocedure 2-74.

A?prov2d:

Institutional Council 12/10/79.
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STATE HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM REGULATIONS - Chapter VI
INSTITUTIONAL COUNCIL

_SECTION 1.

MEMBERSHIP AND AUTHORITY

The membership of the University Institutional Council consists of ten
persons, eight
whom are appointed by the governor with the consent
of the senate. The president of 'the University Alumni Association serves
as the ninth member of the council. The president of the Associated
Students of tJle University of Utah serves as the tenth member of the
council. The Institutional Council assists the president of the university,
discharges the functions and responsibilities described i.il this chapter, and
acts in behalf of the university to facilitate communication and good
relations between the university and the community. Utah Code Ann.
53-48-15, 53-48-19. Bylaws of Utah State Board of Regents, Art. III,
§4(1970).
·.·.
SECTION 2.

FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES ·

The duties and responsibilities of the Institutional Council are:
(1)

To advise the State Board of Regents on the appointment of
the president.-

(2)

To approve the following actions of the president:
(a)

appointment of officers, deans, professors, faculty and staff,
and their duties and salaries;

(b)

organization of the faculty and regulations governing the faculty;

(c)

enactment of rules and regulations for the administration and
operation of the university.

(3)

To perfonn such duties, responsibilities and functions as may be
specifically delegated and authorized by the State Board of Regents
or provided by duly approved rules and regulations of the university.

(4)

To act on behalf of the university in facilitating communication between
the university and the community, in assisting in planning, implementing
and executing fund raising and development projects aimed at supplementing the university appropriations, in perpetuating and strengthening
alumni and community identification with the university's traditions and
ooals. and in selecting those persons to be the recipients of honorary
degrees to be granted by the university.
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STATE HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM REGULATIONS - Chapter VI
INSTITUTIONAL COUNCIL (continued)
(5)

To approve all candidates for earned degrees and diplomas authorized
by law and the board, conferred by the university.

(6)

To assist the president in the safeguarding of all university property
and in providing for the education, safety and welfare of all persons
at the

(7)

To enact such bylaws for its own government as it deems necessary.

(8)

To review and approve the capital facilities master plan of the university
and take other actions relating to constructlon and remodeling of physical
facilities, as authorized by the "Capital Facilities Policies and Procedures"
adopted by the Board of Regents on·July 22,.1975.

(9)

To approve contracts recommended by the president for maintenance,
research grants and continuing programs not over $500, 000. See
Policies on Overhead Reimbursement Income, adopted by State Board
of Higher Education (Regents), November 28, 1972.

(10)

To render advice and consent to the university in establishing, developing,
and administering the Research Park. Utah Code Ann. 53-31-57 to 63.

(11)

To exercise such powers and authorities, not specifically denied by the
State Board of Regents or by law, as may be necessary and proper to
assure the effective and efficient administration and operation of the
university.

SECTION 3.

MEETINGS

Regular meetings of the Institutional Council shall be held every second
Monday of each month. Special meetings may be called by the chairman,
vtce-chairman in the absence of the chairman, the president of the university,
or a majority of the members.
SECTION 4.

QUORUM

A quorum for conducting the business of the Institutional Council shall
consist of six members, provided, however, that all matters requiring
council determination shall be presented to and considered by the entire
council. Utah Code Ann. 53-48-19 (7).
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INSTITUTIONAL COUNCIL (continued)

SECTION 5.

l

COMMITTEES

The Institutional Council shall have the authority to establish such
committees as it deems necessary to properly fulfill its responsibilities;
provided I that such committees shall be advisory only. Utah Code Ann.
53-48-19 (7).
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ence of such a legal duty, but merely assi..u;ies that such
exists for purposes of this action.
The critical issue, as this Court views the evidence,
or not the defendants had or should have had

su•ficient information when they returned from the lamb roast,
just before the accident, so as to place the defendants on
notice that the plaintiff was or might be suffering from some
disability.

The facts are undisputed that the defendant

Cuellar did not have any information that the plaintiff had been
drinking or may become disoriented or lost.

To the contrary,

plaintiff herself was of the opinion that she did not
possess or demonstrate any outward signs of intoxication that
\,·ould

to any reasonable person that she might be
any difficulties.

To charge the defendants with

•he responsibility of taking some action to protect the plaintiff
from her voluntary alcohol consumption and intoxication, even
if such intoxication existed, without any

either

Jctual or constructive, that she was suffering from such a
cicability, would create a legal obligation that would not only
Lnreasonable in light of all the pertinent facts in this
cdse, but require a standard that goes far beyond what the
herself would suggest that this Court impose on the
in this case, and would require of the defendants

BEACH VS. UNIVERSITY
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or persons similarly situated a standard that no reasonable
person could be expected to meet.

Were there some facts that

would suggest that the defendants were aware of the plaintiff's
impaired condition, if such existed, a duty might well have
been created, but inasmuch as no such facts exist, and in
fact the evidence is that defendants did not know the plaintiff
had been drinking and could not have been placed on notice
that she had been drinking because she did not demonstrate
any outward signs of such condition, there can be no breach
of any legal duty.
Plaintiff suggests that the prior incident where the
plaintiff on a prior field trip at Lake Powell had become
intoxicated and disoriented should have placed the defendants
on notice of the potenrial for the circumstance to occur again.
While this Court is of the opinion that the actual facts of
the prior incident at Lake Powell are so fundamentally
different that they could not import any reasonable constructive
notice of the events that took place immediately prior to
the plaintiff's accident, even if the prior incident at Lake
Powell could give notice of the plaintiff's alleged propensity
to become disoriented and lost after drinking would require
some notice either actual or constructive that the plaintiff
had in fact been drinking on the night in question.

As

indicated above, there is no evidence to support such a claim.
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the prior incident at Lake Powell is too remote
in time and nature of circumstances so as to make the events
of the evening of May 27th and the morning of May 28th
ceasonably foreseeable to the defendants.

The Court is of

the opinion that no breach of duty occurred based upon the
undisputed facts, even assuming that a duty to the plaintiff
existed as the plaintiff suggests.
The plaintiff further su3gests other areas of claimed
breach of duty on the part of the defendants, such as
negligence in selection of the field trip site, and violation
of Utah state liquor statutes.

The record is devoid of any

material facts that would support those additional claims.
There is no evidence that would suggest negligence in the
selection of the field trip site.

While this Court can

readily see from the photographs that are before the Court
that the area is rugged, there does not appear to be any
unusual or extraordinary hazards, and certainly none that
the plaintiff was not aware of or became aware of throughout
her stay the number of days that she was there prior to the
accident.

There being no facts which support the plaintiff's

claim of negligence in site selection by the defendants,
Lhe plaintiff's claim of negligence in that regard must
tail as well.

BEACH VS. UNIVERSITY
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The plaintiff's claims that defendants violated the
stacutory provisions of Utah's liquor laws

for reasons

that there is no testimony or other evidence before the Court
-'at the defendants supplied liquor to the plaintiff so as to
violate the laws, that it does not appear that a cause of
action existed under Utah law where the plaintiff was :njured
as a result of her own intoxication, and finally that the
violation of any state liquor laws was done by the plaintiff
herself as opposed to the defendants.
While the suggestion of plaintiff's counsel that this
should be submitted to a jury is inviting, the Court
must decline to do so.

the facts in a light most

favorable to the plaintiff, the Court concludes that no
issues of fact exist that would preclude the Court
fron grantine Summary Judgnent, and that the defendants
each of them are entitled to a Judgment in their favor
and against the plaintiff as a matter of law.
'Ibe claims against the defendants who are parties
to this suit on the basis of respondeat superior have no
obligation inasmuch as this Court has found no breach of
duty on the part of the principal
iind Ron Stewart.

Orlando Cuellar
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Counsel for the defendants is directed to prepare an
appropriate Order setting forth the decision of this Court,
including the Order for Publication of Depositions, and
suhmit the same to the Court for review and signature
pursuant to Rule 2.9 of the Rules of Practice for the District
Courts of the State of Utah.
Dated this

{+;

day o f b : 1983.

TIMOTHY R. HANSON
DISTRICT JUDGE

'
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MAILING CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy
of the foregoing Memorandum Decision, postage prepaid, to the
following, this

{.p

day

Gary L. Shockey, Esq.
Spence, Moriarity & Schuster
Attorneys for Plaintiff
P. 0. Box 548
265 West Pearl Street
Jackson, Wyoming 83001
Kathryn Collard
Collard, Pixton, Iwasaki & Downes
Co-counsel for Plaintiff
417 Church Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Allan L. Larson, Esq.
Bruce H. Jensen, Esq.
Snow, Christensen & Martineau
Attorneys for Defendants
10 Exchange Place, 11th Floor
F. 0. Box 3000
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
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